e232
More scientists per millimetre
More features per millimetre and tri-band functionality make this stylish little mobile your
perfect companion, anywhere in the world.

Whether for business or pleasure, the features of the e232, such as its sophisticated camera,
high resolution colour screen, MMS messaging and voice memos mean it’s never been
easier to seize the moment, view it clearly and then send it to your friends or colleagues,
along with a voice attachment. No matter where you are.
And the integrated camera light doubles as a flashlight. Perfect for when you’ve lost the
remote down the back of the couch.
•

Sophisticated built-in camera

•

Camera / Utility light

•

Tri-band, go-anywhere functionality (GSM 900, 1800, 1900)

•

Large, high definition, 65,000 colour display

•

Always-on wireless internet (WAP)

•

Voice dialling and memo recording

•

MMS messaging.

High Definition Colour
The large, crystal clear 65,000 colour display of the e232 is perfect for taking pictures, viewing images,
composing messages or browsing the internet.

What’s on the menu?
The e232 has a simple, easy to navigate menu which is made even clearer by the vivid colour screen.
The e232 also has short-cut keys for many common phone tasks, saving you more time for living.

Your life in pictures
No matter what you’re up to, the e232’s built-in camera can capture it. With a camera light for night
time shooting, a variety of shoot environment settings, consecutive shoot mode and a self-timer, you
can image your life, indoors and outdoors, day or night.
Then use MMS messaging to send the action on to friends.

Mobile Internet
Put information and entertainment at your fingertips with the e232’s WAP functionality. Quick access to
what you want, whenever you want it: news, sport, entertainment or business information. Or download
images, animations and ring tones to suit your phone to your style

